
WEATHER OPTIMISATION
FEATURE

A simple, inexpensive solution to 
optimizing your voyage planning.

KEY BENEFITS:

• Simple to use interface and animation feature to make 

display and planning more effective.

• Clear and concise final reports for accurate analysis.

• Inexpensive and accessible for all future planning with 

no hidden extra costs.

• Can be installed by ships staff without interrupting 

sailing schedules.

SEALL’S Weather Optimisation 
feature is a real-time solution to 
the needs of Mariners.

We use optimised planning every day, to judge which route to 

take in the car to avoid traffic, to find out which train line will 

have the least amount of stops, and which airport to switch at 

to make our connecting flight.

Vessel passage planning should be no different, aspects of 

weather such as wind, swell, rain and current can all make a 

significant impact on many parts of your journey. We believe 

that access to this information shouldn’t come at such a high 

cost and should be scaled to your requirements.

Note: This feature is optional and is enabled on request.  

You can contact  your distributor or SEALL directly via our 

E-Mail: info@seallecdis.com or Tel: +44 (0)1224 213 388 and 

our support team will be able to assist you.

MAIN FUNCTIONS:

• Allows Mariners to define the data displayed in a 

particular situation and set which limits they would like 

for themselves.

• When used in line with our daily weather collection, 

allows Mariners to update and re-optimize passage 

plans as new forecasts become available.

• The unique animation feature allows the mariner to 

preview what weather they will encounter during the 

voyage in real time and adjust the speed and ETD to 

find an alternative solution.

• The automatically re-adjusted waypoints to the 

accepted alternative solution will be displayed graphically 

on screen,  providing navigators with a hassle free 

approach to opitimising their route.

• Finally, the Mariner can run a report themselves that 

will display the details of the calculations performed, 

including  an analysis of time and fuel saved making it an 

effective tool for shore-to-sea communication.
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